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HERONS	ON	THE	EDGE:	
PACIFIC	GREAT	BLUE	HERON	POPULATION	MONITORING	ON	
VANCOUVER	ISLAND	AND	THE	SURROUNDING	GULF	ISLANDS
Trudy	A	Chatwin	Trudy.Chatwin@gov.bc.ca and	Travis	Heckford	TravisHeckford@gmail.com
Ministry	of	Forests,	Lands	and	Natural	Resource	Operations	,	2080	Labieux	Road,	Nanaimo,	BC	CANADA	
Pacific	Great	Blue	Heron	– Salish	Sea	flagship	species
Pacific	Great	Blue	Herons	(Ardea	herodias	fannini) live	
their	entire	life	within	5	km	of	the	marine	shoreline.	
They	are	listed	as	a	Species	of	Special	Concern	in	
Canada	due	to	population	concerns	and	threats	from	
human	and	Bald	Eagle	disturbance,			contaminants,	
and	habitat	loss.	The	Heron	Working	Group	have	
helped	standardize	a	monitoring	protocol	and	I	
trained	volunteer	stewards	and	technicians	to	locate	
and	assess	heron	colonies,	count	active	nests,	
determine	nest	success	and	follow	a	sample	of	visible	
nests	to	determine	the	productivity	of	young	herons	
to	fledgling	age.	Data	is	housed	at	the	Conservation	
Data	Centre	and	provided	to	Local	governments	and	
interested	parties.	Knowledge	of	the	location	and	
status	of	heron	colonies		is	essential	to	managing	
conservation	issues	on	the	edge	of	the	Salish	Sea.	
Main	findings:
• There	are	an	average	of		536+9	active	Great	Blue	
Heron	nests	annually.	The	number	of	active	nests	is	
the	most	readily	obtained	population	measure	and	
it	does	not	show	a	significant	declining	or	increasing	
trend.
• Overall	colony	success	averages	at	66%	and	ranges	
from	40%	in	2008	to	90%	in	2010.
• Nest	success	varies	significantly	with	an	average	of	
65%	+ 21%	of	sampled	nests.	
• The	average	annual	productivity	over	the	last	14	
years	was	1.4	chicks	per	nest,	with	only	2006,	2010	
and	2012	exceeding	the	1.9	chicks	per	nest,	a	
necessary	productivity	population	maintenance	
threshold	determined	by	Henny	and	Bethers	(1971).		
• Bald	Eagle	predation	on	chicks	and	adults	is	likely	
driving	colony	failure	and	low	nest	productivity.
• Great	Blue	Heron	colonies	appear	to	be	locating	
closer	to	urban	areas	and	this	poses	emerging	
challenges	with	various	disturbances,	urban	safety	
and	building/construction	issues	in	the	rapidly	
developing	Salish	Sea	region.	
Colony	Map:	Great	Blue	Heron	colonies	monitored	in	2015	
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Nest	Productivity	2002	– 2015,	95	%	CI	Intervals.	Two	fledglings	per	nest	
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